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Do you know what a Chrysina resplendens or a Papilionidae butterfly looks like? Travel through the alphabet with The Alphabet of Bugs to learn about the
many beautiful and unusually named bugs found in nature—and brush up on those ABCs as well! Valerie Gates’s charming alliterative style paired with Ann
Cutting’s stunning photographs of all types of bugs is sure to delight curious children and adults alike. Children who already know their basic bugs will
broaden their horizons, and parents who are tired of simple butterflies and beetles will find this book worth rereading. Spectacular photographs of insects of
all kinds will inspire children to learn more about the different creatures found in the natural world. And while children learn about bugs, they are also
learning the alphabet through silly sentences. This is an ideal gift for new parents and for young nature-loving children! Sky Pony Press, with our Good
Books, Racehorse and Arcade imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of books for young readers—picture books for small children, chapter books,
books for middle grade readers, and novels for young adults. Our list includes bestsellers for children who love to play Minecraft; stories told with LEGO
bricks; books that teach lessons about tolerance, patience, and the environment, and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York
Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not
otherwise find a home.
All children are natural poets--even those who are academically at-risk. In For the Love of Language, the author illustrates how literacy scaffolds can release
the poet within every child. Explore colour, nonsense, and shape poems; modelled poetry, free verse, alliteration, limericks; haiku, argument, alphabet poems;
and many more. Each poetry activity provides a description, an easy-to-follow pattern, lead-in activities, and student-written samples. Winner of Learning
Magazine Teachers' Choice Award.
At Penelope Pig's sleepover party, six pigs in pj's eat pizza and pasta, pound a pinata, pin the tail on the pony, prance to piano, and then form a precarious
pyramid--collapsing, of course, into a sqealing pig pile! Maggie Smith combines rollicking rhymes and infectious alliterations to make a perfectly pleasing
book filled with fun and the letter P. And while there are scads of P words in the text, the art has even more--the pictures are filled with more than 75 objects
beginning with the letter P for young readers to find. The playful pictures also introduce other preschool concepts, such as colors, shapes, patterns, and
counting. Pigs in Pajamas offers a fun way to get preschoolers thinking about language and building their vocabularies. Party on, Penelope Pig!
Features a collection of poems that captures the special experiences, sights, sounds, and joys of camping in the outdoors.
Princess Prunella and the Purple Peanut
Poetry for Every Learner
Learning to Read Is a Ball
Alliteration Alphabet
Alphabet Poem
My First Book of Haiku Poems
A dozen poems on love by a New Jersey obstetrician (1883-1963) who often wrote them on office prescription pads. In the title poem,
first published when he was 72, he wrote: "What power has love but forgiveness? / In other words / by its intervention / what has been
done / can be undone."
Perfect for gift-giving, here isTHE alphabet book to top all others, an over-sized work of brilliance from the illustrator of the #1 New
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York Times bestselling The Day the Crayons Quit! If words make up the stories and letters make up the words, then stories are made up
of letters. In this menagerie we have stories made of words, made FOR all the letters. The most inventive and irresistible book of the
year spans a mere 26 letters (don't they all!) and 112 pages. From an Astronaut who's afraid of heights, to a Bridge that ends up burned
between friends, to a Cup stuck in a cupboard and longing for freedom, Once Upon an Alphabet is a creative tour de force from A
through Z. Slyly funny in a way kids can't resist, and gorgeously illustrated in a way readers of all ages will pour over, this series of
interconnected stories and characters explores the alphabet in a way that will forever raise the bar. In Once Upon an Alphabet, #1 New
York Times bestseller Oliver Jeffers has created a stunning collection of words and artwork that is a story book, alphabet book, and
gorgeously designed art book all in one. Praise for ONCE UPON AN ALPHABET: An Amazon Best Book of 2014! A Publishers Weekly
Best Book of the Year! A School Library Journal Best Book of the Year! A New York Times Bestseller! * "The silly, spare, slightly surreal
text occasionally rhymes and endlessly surprises. An utterly delightful alphabet book."–Kirkus Review, starred review * "With wry
humor, equally droll ink illustrations, and a solid dose of alliteration, Jeffers creates delightful mini-narratives for each letter of the
alphabet."–Publishers Weekly, starred review * "An altogether stimulating, surprising, and satisfying reading experience."–School
Library Journal, starred review * "Whimsical, funny, occasionally tragic, and highly entertaining, this collection of (sometimes)
interlocking tales is brilliantly inventive."–Horn Book, starred review "Jeffers knows how to catch the attention of his young audience
while challenging their imagination, intellect and vocabulary. This whimsical exploration of letters and language begs to be read over
and over again."–BookPage "Handsome, humorous and clad in bright tomato-red, [this] is the sort of book you may want to rush into the
arms of imaginative, good-natured children between 4 and 10 years old. [T]his is no traditional abecedarian exercise.The stories are
wonderfully varied, sometimes philosophical and often end surprisingly; the drawings are just as quirky and unpredictable."–The Wall
Street Journal "[W]itty from A to Z . . . no one would blame you for having a copy even if there are no kids in the house. Think of it as
Edward Gorey for the preschool set — and their hip parents."–The Washington Post
Last night while I lay thinking here Some Whatifs crawled inside my ear And pranced and partied all night long And sang their same old
Whatif song: Whatif I flunk that test? Whatif green hair grows on my chest? Whatif nobody likes me? Whatif a bolt of lightning strikes
me?... To celebrate its 20th anniversary, Shel Silverstein's A Light in the Attic is now available in a special edition containing the classic
hardcover book and a CD of highlights from his Grammy Award-winning album. Here in the attic of Shel Silverstein you will find
Backward Bill, Sour Face Ann, the Meehoo with an Exactlywatt, and the Polar Bear in the Frigidaire. You will talk with Broiled Face,
and find out what happens when Somebody steals your knees, you get caught by the Quick-Digesting Gink, a Mountain snores, and They
Put a Brassiere on the Camel. From the creator of the beloved poetry collections Where the Sidewalk Ends and Falling Up, here is
another wondrous book of poems and drawings.
A collection of twenty-six nonsense rhymes, one for each letter of the alphabet.
The Aliens Have Landed!
Asphodel, that Greeny Flower & Other Love Poems
A Light in the Attic Book and CD
For the Love of Language
A Whole Language Approach
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The Absolutely Awful Alphabet

My First Book of Haiku Poems introduces children to inspirational works of poetry and art that speak of our connection to
the natural world, and that enhance their ability to see an entire universe in the tiniest parts of it. Each of these 20 classic
poems by Issa, Shiki, Basho, and other great haiku masters is paired with a stunning original painting that opens a door
to the world of a child's imagination. A fully bilingual children's book, My First Book of Haiku Poems includes the original
versions of the Japanese poems (in Japanese script and Romanized form) on each page alongside the English
translation to form a complete cultural experience. Each haiku poem is accompanied by a "dreamscape" painting by
award-winning artist Tracy Gallup that will be admired by children and adults alike. Commentaries offer parents and
teachers ready-made "food for thought" to share with young readers and stimulate a conversation about each work.
Jump Start Your Child's Early Reading Skills While Having a Ball! This is not another beginning reader book.LEARNING
TO READ IS A BALL isthe starting point for parents who want to prepare their preschoolers to be lifelong successful, and
passionate readers. This one-of-a-kind resource introduces the latest evidence-based early literacy research as a
concise and easy-to-understand parent guide. Then, the ball is in your court! Apply the techniques by reading the funloving picture book with your child. LEARNING TO READ IS A BALL includes: A rhyming 28-page picture book about
balls Specific techniques to develop oral language using different reading styles Strategies to use synonyms and
antonyms to build vocabulary Various approaches to encourage storytelling Dynamic tips to play with rhymes and
alliteration to build the understanding that words are made up of different sounds Thoughtful tactics to highlight letters
and words to stimulate print awareness Develop these foundational reading skills in your child, and you'll take pride
knowing you helped prepare your little one for formal reading instruction going into pre-school or kindergarten.
Stunning collage art full of rich color, glorious details, and a sense of wonder—reminiscent of the work of Ezra Jack
Keats—illustrate this delightful story celebrating the poetry found in the world around us. What is poetry? Is it glistening
morning dew? Spider thinks so. Is it crisp leaves crunching? That’s what Squirrel says. Could it be a cool pond, sunwarmed sand, or moonlight on the grass? Maybe poetry is all of these things, as it is something special for
everyone—you just have to take the time to really look and listen. The magical thing is that poetry is in everyone, and
Daniel is on his way to discovering a poem of his own after spending time with his animal friends. What is poetry? If you
look and listen, it’s all around you!
Join Dr. Seuss on the road to reading with a host of crazy creatures, from wockets in pockets to waskets in baskets!
Abc Rhymes
Inspiring poetry for children
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Using Poetry Across the Curriculum
A World Full of Poems
Poems
Chocolate Cake
Presents a collection of more than forty poems about school.
When I was a boy, I had a favourite treat. It was when my mum made . . . CHOCOLATE CAKE! Ohhh! I LOVED chocolate cake. Fantastically
funny and full of silly noises, this is Michael Rosen's love letter to every child's favourite treat, chocolate cake. Brought to life as a picture
book for the first time with brilliant and characterful illustrations by Kevin Waldron.
Bring the magic of poetry to life with R is for Rhyme: A Poetry Alphabet. From acrostics and ballads to meter and metaphor, author and poet
Judy Young has written a delightful collection of poems to illustrate poetic tools, terms and techniques. Each term or technique is
demonstrated in an accompanying poem so readers can see the method at work. Whether haiku or rap, sonnets or cinquain, budding
writers of all ages will be inspired to put their imaginations to work crafting their own poems.Judy Young remembers showing one of her
poems to her grandmother when she was about 10 years old, and she has been in love with writing poetry ever since. Judy is the author of
another Sleeping Bear Press book, S is for Show Me: A Missouri Alphabet. Judy lives with her family near Springfield, Missouri. Victor
Juhasz's humorous illustrations and caricatures have been commissioned by such clients as Time, Newsweek, The New Yorker, Rolling
Stone, and The New York Times. He is also the illustrator of the popular D is for Democracy: A Citizen's Alphabet. Victor lives and works in
Stephentown, New York.
Records the misadventures of a group of sheep that go riding in a jeep.
A Very Silly Alphabet Book
Camping Poems
A Fun Way to Teach Preliteracy Skills to Kids!
A Poetry Alphabet
Dr. Seuss's ABC
Alphabet Alliteration

Scenes illustrating the popular children's rhyme feature animals and objects that begin with the letters A to Z
Dinorella is dying to go to the dance, but her dreadful stepsisters, Doris and Dora, declare she's too dowdy and dull.
"Stop!" screamed a sparrow. "Save him!" shrieked a spider. "Silly," sighed a swallowtail. Smirking and self-important, the slug keeps
slithering his way up a highly suspect slope. Will the slug stop? Are the sparrow, the spider, and the swallowtail simply trying to
sabotage the slug's progress? Why is everyone screaming at the slug? Pamela Duncan Edwards and Henry Cole have created
another alliterative tale that will have children snorting out loud at the surprise ending for this very smug slug.
An alliterative alphabet book presents mean and monstrous letters, from A (an awfully arrogant amphibian) to Z (a zig-zagging
zoological zany).
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The Raven
A Prehistoric Fairytale
The Alphabet of Bugs
There’s A Wocket in My Pocket
A My Name Is Alice
Some Smug Slug

The very funny Brian P. Cleary takes on the alphabet in this whimsical tour of everyone's 26
favorite letters. Rhyming, giggle-inspiring verses are illustrated with colorful digital collage
artwork by Betsy Snyder. For added fun, every letter is hidden within the artwork—as are
several objects starting with each letter!
In a rhythmic alphabet chant, all the letters race one another up the coconut tree.
A collection of silly poems on a variety of subjects, from mashed potatoes on the ceiling to
skunks in love.
The pampered Princess Prunella has an important life-lesson to learn, and a wise old woman
is just the person to teach her! When the old lady comes to the palace begging for food and
the spoiled princess rudely shoos her away, the old woman casts a strange and terrible spell.
Now the princess is aghast to discover a hideous purple peanut is growing from the point of
her nose! The only way for Princess Prunella to break the spell is for her to perform three
good deeds. Margaret Atwood's Princess Prunella and the Purple Peanut is a charming
children's book with spirited illustrations by Maryann Kovalski.
Edward Lear's A was Once an Apple Pie
Peanut Butter and Jellyfishes
An ABC Book
The Big Book of Absolutely Animalistic Alliterations
Book & CD
Daniel Finds a Poem
“An instant classic that belongs on the bookshelf of every serious poet and literature
student” (The Washington Post). A major addition to the literature of poetry, Edward
Hirsch’s sparkling new work is a compilation of forms, devices, groups, movements, isms,
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aesthetics, rhetorical terms, and folklore—an “absorbing” book all readers, writers,
teachers, and students of poetry will return to over and over (The New Yorker). Hirsch
has delved deeply into the poetic traditions of the world, returning with an inclusive,
international compendium. Moving gracefully from the bards of ancient Greece to the
revolutionaries of Latin America, from small formal elements to large mysteries, he
provides thoughtful definitions for the most important lyrical vocabulary, imbuing his
work with a lifetime of scholarship and the warmth of a man devoted to his art. Knowing
how a poem works is essential to unlocking its meaning. Hirsch’s entries will deepen
readers’ relationships with their favorite poems and open greater levels of understanding
in each new poem they encounter. Shot through with the enthusiasm, authority, and sheer
delight that made How to Read a Poem so beloved, A Poet’s Glossary is a new classic.
Short verselike definitions of words from A to Z. Poems include a word or words that
begin with the letter featured.
Grade level: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, k, p, e, i, t.
This invaluable supplementary curriculum meets Reading First criteria and contains
numerous classroom-ready activities designed to increase the phonemic awareness and
preliteracy skills of preschool, kindergarten, and first-grade students.
Zombies!
A Classroom Curriculum
An A to Z of Naughty Children
Q and U Call It Quits
a Picture, a Poem and a Dream; Classic Poems by Japanese Haiku Masters (Bilingual English
and Japanese text)
Week-by-week Poetry Frames
A rhyme for each letter of the alphabet describes the misbehavior of a child, from Angry Abby to Zany Zelda.
A gorgeously illustrated introduction to poetry for children, featuring poems about everything from science, sport, and space, to
friendship, family, and feelings. This thoughtfully crafted anthology is perfect for children new to verse, and for young poetry
fans seeking out new favourites. Explore poetry from a diverse selection of contemporary and historical poets, covering a broad
range of topics - from personal subjects like emotions and family, to the wonders of the natural environment. Carefully selected
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works encourage children to see the poetry in everything, and to embrace the beauty of their everyday lives. Prompts and activities
inspire children to create their own poetry, and devices like rhyme, repetition, and alliteration are introduced and explained in a
fun and accessible manner.
A wacky talent show featuring a sequence of whimsically alliterative monsters and tongue-twisting text includes Purple Pete, who
proudly performs puppet plays in a plaid pullover, and Swarly the squishy slug, who softly sings silly songs. By the author of Hide
and Squeak.
Arguably the most entertaining alphabet book ever written, this classic Beginner Book by Dr. Seuss is perfect for children
learning their ABCs. Featuring a fantastic cast of zany characters—from Aunt Annie’s alligator to the Zizzer-Zazzer-Zuzz, with a
lazy lion licking a lollipop and an ostrich oiling an orange owl—Dr. Seuss’s ABC is a must-have for every young child’s library.
Originally created by Dr. Seuss, Beginner Books encourage children to read all by themselves, with simple words and illustrations
that give clues to their meaning.
A Poet's Glossary
Short Stories for All the Letters
Sheep in a Jeep
Evacuate the School!
Alphathoughts
M is for Mischief
Presents an imaginative and artistic interpretation of the letters of the alphabet using alliterative
verse.
50+ Easy Reproducible Frames That Guide Every Child to Write Different Forms of Poetry All Year Long
Pigs in Pajamas
Toasting Marshmallows
Once Upon an Alphabet
R is for Rhyme
Chicka Chicka Boom Boom
Dinorella
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